
Daily Stimulus 

Look at the various projects 
made from years past. 



Schedule 
  Planner / Daily Stimulus / SWBAT 

  Famous Experiments From History 

  7.1.2 Explain the Importance of Replicable 
Trials 

  HW: Projects (Due Friday!); MyWay p.44 

  Exit Slip 



SWBAT 
  SWBAT evaluate famous experiments 

  SWBAT explain the importance of 
replicable trials (7.1.2) 



                                                                                                                                7.1.1 
3 Types of Variables! 

  Independent Variable: 
-  Variations to test 

  Controlled/Constant Variable: 

-  To keep things fair 

  Dependent Variable: 

-  The data we collect 



                                                                                                                                  7.1.1 

(Yellow Means Cornell Notes!)  Page 37 
Step 4: Experiment 

  What makes a good 
experiment? 

A good experiment: 
Able to prove your hypothesis 

correct or incorrect. 
Has clear Independent, 

Dependent, and Controlled 
Variables 

Repeatable; Clear Directions 

Good Sample Size 



Famous Experiments (Page 37) 



Bubonic or Black Plague 

  This disease was devastating the populations 
of Asia and Europe.  Some people claimed it 
was caused by the rats.  To prove it, they 
killed all the rats in the town and 4 months 
later, there was no more disease. 



Bubonic Plague 
  They suspected the rats of causing the disease, 

but they needed to prove it. 

  They split the town into two parts.  On one 
section, they killed all the rats.  On the other 
section, they waited a week and then killed all the 
rats.  When they saw that the disease 
disappeared in the first section a week before 
disappearing in the second section, they realized 
the rats were the cause*.  
  *Actually, it was the bacteria on the fleas on the rats! 



Brainpop 

Black Death 

http://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/
worldhistory/blackdeath/ 



Edward Jenner and Small Pox 

  A scientist is wants to test a vaccine for a 
dangerous disease.  He takes 10 boys and 
gives them the vaccine.  He then gives the 10 
boys the actual disease virus.  After 2 
weeks, he measures if any of the boys has 
the disease. 



Small Pox Vaccine 
  Jenner had noticed the milk maids had Cow Pox on 

their hands, but never got sick from Small Pox. 

  He tested his hypothesis on a young boy. 
-  To the boy, he first injected into him a small sample of 

cow pox.  The boy got sick, but didn't die. 

-  6 weeks later, he gives the boy a small sample of cow 
pox.  The boy did not get the disease and survived. 

-  Months later, he gives the boy another small sample of 
cow pox.  Again, the boy did not get                          
the disease and survived. 

  The word vaccine comes from “vaca” or cow. 

  http://www.brainpop.com/health/diseasesinjuriesandconditions/smallpox/ 



Brainpop 

Smallpox 

http://www.brainpop.com/health/
diseasesinjuriesandconditions/smallpox/ 

Vaccines 

http://www.brainpop.com/health/
diseasesinjuriesandconditions/vaccines/ 



What's wrong with this experiment?  
What would you change? 

  A scientist wants to test a vaccine for a 
dangerous disease.  He takes 5 girls and 
gives them the vaccine.  He takes 5 boys and 
doesn't give them the vaccine.  He then gives 
the 10 children the actual disease virus.  
After 2 weeks, he measures if any of the 
children has the disease. 



Alexander Fleming and Antibiotics 

  Marcus read that certain fungi can kill bacteria.  
He has two groups.  Group A has bacteria that he 
adds nothing and puts it in the fridge.  Group B 
has bacteria that he adds orange-peel fungus and 
puts it on the shelf.  After 8 days, he sees that 
both groups have no bacteria. 



Antibiotics 
  Alexander Fleming accidentally found that his 

bacterial plates had fungus growing on them.  He 
also noticed that around the fungus, the bacteria 
had stopped growing. 

  He developed the first antibiotics to help kill 
bacteria, and thus help save millions of people 
from disease. 

  The word antibiotics comes from anti (against) 
and bio (life), or a substance that is                    
against the life of a bacteria.  



Brainpop 

Antibiotic Resistance 

http://www.brainpop.com/science/
ecologyandbehavior/antibioticresistance/ 



What's wrong with this experiment?  
What would you change? 

  Marcus read that certain fungi can kill bacteria.  
He has two groups.  Group A has bacteria that he 
adds nothing and puts it in the fridge.  Group B 
has bacteria that he adds orange-peel fungus and 
puts it on the shelf.  After 8 days, he sees that 
both groups have no bacteria. 



Replicable Trials (page 45) 
  Explain the need for replicable trials (7.1.2) 

  We have replicable trials because we want to make 
sure our data is consistent 

  A good replicable (repeatable) trial: 
-  Variables are important! 

-  Repeatable (Somebody else can do the exact same) 

-  Good Sample Size 



Jesse McCartney 



 

 

7.1.2 Replicable Trials 
 

Repeatin’ (Adapted from Leavin’ by Jesse McCartney) 
 

Hey baby girl, I’ve been trusting you all day  
Man, that thing you tested was amazing. 
You make me wanna independently verify 
I know you said it true, but this is what we gotta try 
Why don’t we go tell them that 
 

Chorus: 
We’re repeatin’, gonna do the test again, 
We’ll need somebody to do it the same as we can 
We be tryin’ and tryin’,  data be justifying 
Girl, we verifying on that G-5, G-5 
And we’re repeatin’, gonna do the test again, 
So call your sci-guy and tell him you doin’ a new trial 
To make the sample size so right 
To make sure the data’s tight 
Have you testing all night like, like 
Oooh oooh oooh oooh oooh oooh  
Man she gon' be testing like  
Oooh oooh oooh oooh oooh oooh 

 
Now, girl you know the variables in your test 
Man, I put my money, money where the data is. 
Y’know the baddest thing to do is only to do it once  
So let’s test it one more time, if you gotta try,   
Why don’t you tell them that 
 

(Chorus) 
 
More tests, more tests, more tests 
Just take them to the depth, depth, depth 
More tests, more tests, more tests 
‘Cause we know and we know and we know 
Mo tests, mo tests, mo tests 
Girl, you deserve data to the best 
Mo tests, mo tests, mo tests 
Girl, you need to tell them that 
 

(Chorus) 
 
Girl we gon’ be repeating 
 
 
 
 
 



Exit Slip 

Which experiment had the 
most reliable results? 
Why? 



7.1.1 Designing and Conducting an Investigation (Variables) 
 

Variables (Adapted from Girlfriend by Avril Lavigne) 
 
(Part 1)  
 
Hey! Hey! You! You! 
I don’t like your variables! 
No way! No way! 
I think you need some new ones. 
Hey! Hey! You! You! 
I could be your variable. 
 
Hey! Hey! You! You! 
You can only change that one thing 
No way! No way! 
Need to know what’s happening 
Hey! Hey! You! You! 
I want to be your variable. 
 
You’re so fine 
Independent kine 
You’re so delicious 
I change one group each time, You’re so predictive 
Don’t you know what I could do to make the test 
alright? 
 
Don’t pretend I think you know I’m so controlling 
And Oh Yeah 
I’m the constant variables 
I can make each group the same, and you know I’m 
right. 
 
Variables are like so whatever 
And you could test so much better 
I think we should make our hypothesis now 
And that’s what everyone’s talking about! 
 
Hey! Hey! You! You! 
I don’t like your variables! 
No way! No way! 
I think you need some new ones. 
Hey! Hey! You! You! 
I could be your variable. 
 
Hey! Hey! You! You! 
You can only change that one thing 
No way! No way! 
Need to know what’s happening 
Hey! Hey! You! You! 
I want to be your variable. 
 
 
 

(Part 2) 
 
 
I can see the way, I see the way you measure me 
And even when you look away I know you still 
wanna measure me 
Dependent Variables need to be measured again 
and again and again and again. . .  
So measure this, tell me what I want to see, 
Better yet, change the independent and measure 
me again 
I want to hear you keep the controls the same 
again and again and again 
 
Variables are like so whatever 
And you could test so much better 
I think we should make our hypothesis now 
And that’s what everyone’s talking about! 
 
Hey! Hey! You! You! 
I don’t like your variables! 
No way! No way! 
I think you need some new ones. 
Hey! Hey! You! You! 
I could be your variable. 
 
Hey! Hey! You! You! 
You can only change that one thing 
No way! No way! 
Need to know what’s happening 
Hey! Hey! You! You! 
I want to be your variable. 
 
With Variables, you’ll be tight with the hypothesis 
Cause I can, cause I can do it better 
One Change, 
Change the Independents 
Constants so Same 
Fo’ sure measure them dependents! 
 
Hey! Hey! You! You! 
I don’t like your variables! 
No way! No way! 
I think you need some new ones. 
Hey! Hey! You! You! 
I could be your variable. 
 
Hey! Hey! You! You! 
You can only change that one thing 
No way! No way! 
Need to know what’s happening 
Hey! Hey! You! You! 
I want to be your variable. 




